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Authors’ response to referee #2

We thank the anonymous referee #2 for the review and thoughtful comments and
suggestions. We have responded to all comments below (for easier comparison
the referee comments are included in italics). All page and line number refer to the
originally submitted manuscript.
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Comments:

1) Page 3, Line 24. The objectives are too general and slightly confusing. Please,
re-write this section. For example, I am not sure what “... quantify RO humidity re-
trievals...” or “...quantify how these RO humidity...” mean. I recommend be specific on
the objectives, as you describe them in the next paragraph.

We believe the reviewer is referring to P.3 L.20–23. We removed the short paragraph
on P.3, L.20–23 since it is considered too general and confusing, and the objectives
of this study are stated more clearly and detailed in the following paragraphs. We
changed the beginning sentence in the next paragraph (P.3 L.23) to make it clear that
this paragraph describes the objectives:

“In this study we focus on the water vapor variability in both a temporal and spatial
sense . . . ”

2) Section 2.1. I recommend including the specific humidity accuracy for each center,
including appropriate references.

GPS RO accuracy for humidity is not provided by any of the data processing centers
so far (WEGC is working on propagating errors throughout the retrieval to provide
estimates for the final products). Some general estimates are given in literature (e.g.
Ho et al. (2010); Vergados et al. (2015, 2018) and references therein), but none are
for specific data processing centers. GPS RO humidity accuracy varies depending on
the choice of retrieval (direct versus 1-Dimensional Variational (1D-Var) retrieval). For
a direct retrieval, humidity accuracy is determined by both the quality of the a-priori
temperature (Vergados et al. (2014), Fig. 1) and the refractivity accuracy. For the
1D-Var retrieval, humidity accuracy depends on the a-priori temperature and humidity
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quality, the GPS RO refractivity accuracy, and the allowed error for any of the in-going
parameters.

In the companion paper (Anthes and Rieckh, 2018), we present estimates of the error
variances for specific humidity retrieved by the direct method and 1D-Var method at
four stations in the tropics and subtropics.

We have added the following sentences on P.5 L.6: “GPS RO humidity accuracy
varies depending on the choice of retrieval (direct versus 1D-Var retrieval). For a
direct retrieval, humidity accuracy is determined by both the quality of the a-priori
temperature (Vergados et al. (2014), Fig. 1) and the refractivity accuracy. For the
1D-Var retrieval, humidity accuracy depends on the a-priori temperature and humidity
quality, the GPS RO refractivity accuracy, and the allowed error for any of the in-going
parameters. A general estimate for RO q accuracy is given in Vergados et al. (2018)
(and references therein) as ∼ 10 %–20 %.”

3) Section 3.1, Figure 2. The authors should provide more discussion on the observed
differences among the data sets, with respect to ERA-Interim, and try to provide
an explanation of where these differences may be coming from. E.g., discuss the
1000–400 hPa dry bias seen in UCAR 1D-Var, JPL direct, and GFS. Also, at 200–100
hPa, the 1D-Var approach (UCAR and WEGC) show an excellent agreement with
ERA-Interim, whereas the rest of the data sets show much larger deviations. The
authors should describe that and try to explain the observed behavior. Additionally,
the standard deviations and RMS of all the regressions could provide a quantitative
insight on the degree of agreement with respect to ERA-Interim.

To address the reviewer’s comment, we added the following sentences about the dry
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bias seen in most RO retrievals and GFS in the 1000–400 hPa layer (P.8, L.31): “The
large differences occur generally for q values less than 1 g kg−1, with many lower than
0.1 g kg−1, which indicates dry higher altitudes (i.e. above 500 hPa). RO refractivity
becomes less sensitive to water vapor at these higher altitudes and the RO retrievals
of water vapor, whether direct or 1D-Var, are less reliable at these levels (Kursinski
et al., 1995). The UCAR 1D-Var can also have difficulties retrieving very low humidity
values (which is the case in the DJF season at Guam). If the a-priori temperature is
too low, it can happen that the UCAR 1D-Var humidity values are set to zero, which
would lead to a dry RO bias overall for low values of specific humidity.”

To make the connection between the use of ERA/ECMWF model data as a-priori
(background) information and the resultant greater agreement of the resulting RO
humidity with ERA clearer, we changed the sentence on P.9 L.1–2 to: “while the
UCAR 1D-Var and WEGC 1D-VAR agree very well with ERA, since they are using
ERA and ECMWF short-range forecast profiles as background in the retrieval, respec-
tively”.

A quantitative insight on the degree of agreement with respect to ERA is given by
the correlation coefficients (in the title of each subplot). To point this out, we added
the following on P.8 L.28: “...depicting the correlation between the observational data
sets and ERA at Guam (log-log correlation coefficients in the title of each panel).” We
added this information in the figure caption.

We also computed the mean and standard deviation of the differences for each
pressure layer and added this information in each panel of Fig. 2. Since humidity
decreases exponentially with altitude, values from lower levels will have a larger
influence on the result. On the other hand, the log-log axes visually emphasize
small differences, e.g. the dry bias of GFS (compared to ERA) above 500 hPa in the
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1000–400 hPa panel. While such differences can be important in a climate change
modeling perspective, they generally not play a large role for forecasting. We added
the following sentence on P.8 L.28: “Additionally, the mean and standard deviation
values of the differences for each pressure layer are depicted in each panel (since
values are not normalized, values from the lower levels will have a larger influence on
the result).“

4) Section 3.2, Page 12. Similar to the previous comment, it would be nice if the
authors could provide a more detailed discussion on the differences of each data set
with respect to ERA-Interim at the GUAM location and explain these differences within
the context of the environmental conditions over this region and within the context of
how each profile has been retrieved by each center.

We provide considerable detail on each of the different data sets as well as how envi-
ronmental conditions over Guam affect these differences. We tried to strike a balance
between providing too little detail and providing too much. Also, we tried to avoid too
much speculation about the differences in the data sets, because in many cases the
reason for the differences is not known or could be due to multiple causes.

We provide details about the four RO retrievals, as well as the radiosonde, AIRS,
and GFS data sets in section 2 (Data and methods). A detailed discussion of the
interaction of atmospheric conditions with each data set are given on:

P.9 L.9 to P.10 L.2 about general atmospheric conditions at Guam and the impact
on RO measurements (“Overall, the conditions at Guam are moist (RH>80 % and
q ∼17 g kg−1) year-round in the boundary layer and in the mid troposphere from July
to November, and dry in the mid troposphere during the rest of the year. The changing
humidity pattern above 800 hPa results from the alternation of the high humidity
tropical conditions and dry air intrusions from the subtropical UTLS in December
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to June (Randel et al., 2016). These dry intrusions (relative humidity as low as a
few percent) are very stable and suppress convection. The sharp humidity gradient
between the very dry lower mid troposphere and the moist boundary layer around
800 hPa often leads to conditions of super-refraction, which results in a negative bias
of N and thus q in the RO profiles (Xie et al., 2010).”)

P.10 L.10 to P.11 L.2 on GFS (“This is essentially the layer of strong humidity variability
above the bottom layer of constant (about 80 %) relative humidity. This behavior
may be due to GFS difficulties in capturing the sharp transition between dry and wet
conditions on the bottom of dry layers in December to June. This is supported by
individual profiles (e.g. Randel et al. (2016), Fig. 4), as well as our comparison of ERA
with RS (Fig. 4 (a)), which supports the ERA in this respect.”)

P.11 L.5–8 on RS(“At some point during the ascent, the sensor gets stuck and keeps
reporting the same humidity value, which manifests itself as a dry or wet bias com-
pared to ERA, depending on if tropospheric conditions are drier (December through
May) or wetter (June through November) than the incorrect reported value.”)

P.11 L.9-11 on AIRS (“The dry bias appears to be less during the dry air intrusion
events in the 600 hPa to 400 hPa layer in the dry season December to June. This
indicates that AIRS is less biased if the overall atmospheric conditions are dry.”)

P.12 L.9–11 on RO (“. . . and a dry bias and/or frequent reduced penetration depth
(loss of signal) in the dry season. The latter is a signature of super-refraction, which
itself is caused by strong humidity gradients, usually between the planetary boundary
layer and the free troposphere.”)
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5) Page 12, Lines 14–15. I find this statement a bit strong, because it may exclude
other possible sources that could cause the observed discrepancies. Could it also be
that ERA-Interim may be overestimating the degree of entrainment above the PBL,
thus introducing more water vapor in the free troposphere aloft? Have the authors
considered convection as another possible source of such discrepancies? Also, it
should read: “Figure 5 shows that all data sets are dry-biased with respect to...”. In
Figure 5, the title of the color bar is missing.

We rewrote the paragraph on P.12 L.12 to P.13 L.2 to: “Figure 5 also shows that
all RO data sets are dry-biased with respect to ERA in December through February
in the 800 hPa to 600 hPa layer, which is clearly above the layer of strong humidity
gradients (compare to Fig. 3 (a)). We found similar behavior in previous work. In
Rieckh et al. (2017), Fig. 2, lower right panel, ERA data are given on the 775, 750,
700, and 650 hPa pressure levels (about 2.3, 2.6, 3.1, and 3.8 km). The 775 hPa
and 650 hPa levels agree well with the aircraft and RO measurements; however, the
two levels in between smear the sharp profile and the ERA shows humidity values
1.5 g kg−1 to 2.5 g kg−1 (20 % to 35 %) larger than the observations. Thus we conclude
that the bias in Fig. 5 may not be a dry bias in RO, but could be a wet bias in ERA in
the layer just above the strong humidity transition from wet (PBL) to dry (above). The
assumed errors for assimilating RO in ERA are large in the lower troposphere, and all
assimilated nadir viewing instruments only provide vertical resolutions of about 2 km
to 3 km. Unless a nearby, approved RS contributes information locally, ERA does not
have any vertically well resolved humidity data that will cause the ERA analysis to
develop such sharp humidity gradients.”

We have added to the Fig. 5 caption: “The color bar on the right indicates specific
humidity normalized differences in %.”
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6) Figures 6 and 7. The title is missing from the x-axis. Also, the definition of ND
assumes than ND is unitless, yet the differences here are given as percentage. Ei-
ther modify the definition of the ND, or redo the figure accordingly. Perhaps, add 2-3
sentences to explain to the reader what the smaller RMS values physically mean in
the radio occultations (e.g., smaller scatter, steadier daily variability, better long-term
robustness, better accuracy... something along these lines, so that the reader attach a
physical interpretation to the results). This way, I believe the analysis becomes clearer.

We added a label to the x-axis of both plots. We changed the definition of “normalized
difference” in Sec. 2.4, P.8, L.21 to “ND = 100 · (data set− ERA)/CLIMO (expressed as
%).”.

We added the following sentences before the paragraph starting on P.14, L.14: “Since
the mean of the paired normalized differences is no indicator of their variability, we
also show the RMS (Fig. 6, bottom). The magnitude of the RMS is a measure of the
accuracy and scatter of the data compared to the reference. All data sets have . . . ”

7) Page 16, Line 2. It has not become clear from the discussion so far how differ-
ent atmospheric conditions could influence the data biases. It would be great if there
were a transitioning paragraph before Section 4 that summarizes in 3 sentences the
conclusions of Section 3. I believe this would be a smooth transition.

We state in Sec. 3.2 how atmospheric conditions possibly influence data biases, e.g.
on:

P.9 L.13 to P.10 L.2 on RO (“The sharp humidity gradient between the very dry
lower mid troposphere and the moist boundary layer around 800 hPa often leads to
conditions of super-refraction, which results in a negative bias of N and thus q in the
RO profiles (Xie et al., 2010).”)
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P.11 L.9 on AIRS (“The dry bias appears to be less during the dry air intrusion events
in the 600 hPa to 400 hPa layer in the dry season December to June. This indicates
that AIRS is less biased if the overall atmospheric conditions are dry.”)

P.12 L.9–11 on RO (“. . . a dry bias and/or frequent reduced penetration depth (loss of
signal) in the dry season. The latter is a signature of super-refraction, which itself is
caused by strong humidity gradients, usually between the planetary boundary layer
and the free troposphere.”).

The first sentence in Sec. 4 summarizes the main findings of Sec. 3, and this is
intended to serve as a transition between Secs. 3 and 4.

8) Figure 8. At 800–400 hPa over Guam, at 1000–800 hPa over Mina, and at 800–
400 hPa over Mina, the three orange asterisks that indicate values about -21%, -18%,
and -35%, respectively, could they be outliers? Also, it would be good to include the
latitude and the longitude of each station at the beginning.

Figure 8 depicts mean differences of RS, RO (four retrievals), and AIRS compared to
ERA. Data sets are divided into “dry” and “wet” atmospheric conditions depending on
the ERA relative humidity average over the 800–400 hPa layer. We do not consider
the AIRS results as outliers since they show the average difference to ERA of the
“dry”/“wet” data set over an entire year.

The latitude and longitude for each stations are given in Sec. 2.3, first sentence.

9) Page 17, Line 5. Could the observed AIRS dry bias be due to cloud-contaminated
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radiances? And therefore, the AIRS statistical differences might be statistically insignif-
icant? I think it would be good if this were mentioned in the interpretation of the results
for completeness, unless only AIRS cloud-cleared pixels are used in the analysis.

We added the following sentences in the section describing AIRS (Sec. 2.3, P.7, L.11):
“The AIRS retrieval is a cloud-clearing retrieval. Susskind et al. (2003) describes the
cloud-clearing process that yields the “clear” radiances from which all parameters
except clouds are retrieved (Kahn et al., 2014). The humidity retrieval of Version 6 is
basically the same as in Version 5, but yields improved humidity results due to the
improved first guess provided by the Neural-Net start-up system, improvements in
the determination of other atmospheric variables, and improvements in cloud-cleared
radiances (Susskind et al., 2014).”

10) Page 17, Line 29. Any physical explanation as to why the signal is strongest in the
layers above 600 hPa?

We modified the sentence on P.17 L.29 to: “The signal is strongest above 600 hPa,
where deep convection associated with the typhoons transports large amounts of
water vapor and releases latent heat in the middle and upper troposphere (Emanuel,
1991).”

11) Page 18, Lines 4–6. Although this may be true, there have been no results showing
refractivity variations. Therefore, aren’t these lines out of context? What purpose do
they serve? On another note, I would think that due to deep convection within the eye
and eyewall regions of a typhoon, together with the water vapor entrainment and verti-
cal overshooting from the well-mixed moist layer that sits at the bottom of the typhoon,
there would be an increase in the water vapor concentration in the free troposphere
that could lead to refractivity increase high up based on Eq. (1). Perhaps, this could be
an explanation to my previous comment above?
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The authors agree with the reviewer, since N is not shown, lines 4–6 are out of context
and have been removed.

12) Section 6. Why the inter-center mean and not the GUAM sub-data set? Is it
because there is no “true” RO data set, and thus an inter-center mean is regarded
more realistic? But then again, wouldn’t the inter-center mean smooth out differences?
Why not use the GUAM radiosonde data set as the “true” and redo Figure 10? Would
this change the conclusions of the analysis?

This section is focused only on the RO retrievals. To determine the structural uncer-
tainty of RO observations, the inter-center average is commonly used as a baseline
(see e.g., Steiner et al. (2013); Ho et al. (2009, 2012)). The structural uncertainty is
computed to get an estimate of the variability among the various RO retrievals. We
have added this information at the beginning of Sec. 6:

“Since we have data from several RO retrievals available, we have the opportunity
to compute the structural uncertainty of RO humidity for our data set, following the
methods of Steiner et al. (2013) and Ho et al. (2009, 2012). The structural uncer-
tainty is computed to get an estimate of the variability among the various RO retrievals.”

13) Page 19, Line 3. You mean the absolute value of the mean deviation?

Thank you, the reviewer is correct. We rephrased the sentence to: “For N
(Fig. 10 (a,b)), the absolute value of the mean deviation from the inter-center mean is
largest . . . ”

14) Figure 10. More discussion is required in the refractivity analysis. E.g., over GUAM,
the JPL and WEGC refractivity differences are systematically larger than the inter-
center mean above about 800 hPa and the JPL refractivity difference is larger even
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down to 950 hPa. Over the Japanese stations, the JPL refractivity difference is sys-
tematically larger than the inter-center mean. Any explanation as to why these may
be? Could these be associated with the different environmental conditions over GUAM
and the Japanese stations? Additionally, the figure caption in Figure 10 needs fixing at
the part where the authors describe what line represents each data set.

We included the line style description into the figure caption.

Furthermore, we modified the sentences on P.19 L.3–6 to: “For N (Fig. 10 (a,b)), the
absolute value of the mean deviation from the inter-center mean is largest between
900 hPa and 700 hPa for all data sets (maximum of 0.7 %), and decreases to about
0.1 % at 350 hPa (about 8 km) at both locations. The latter result agrees well with
the estimate of Ho et al. (2009), who showed that the absolute values of fractional
N anomalies among four centers (UCAR, WEGC, JPL, and GFZ (German Research
Centre for Geosciences)) are 0.2 % from 8 km to 25 km altitude. The larger differences
between the various RO processing centers at lower altitudes primarily come from
different handling of profiles experiencing 1) atmospheric multipath, 2) receiver tacking
errors, and 3) super-refraction (see Ho et al. (2009) for details on the RO processing
center procedures). This is especially true for direct retrievals (such as the UCAR
direct and JPL direct), where both RO N and a-priori T are assigned zero error,
and the differences in Fig. 10 (a) and (b) are dominated by the previously mentioned
conditions. For 1D-Var retrievals, another potential source of differences is the N
error model in the respective 1D-Var retrieval. All these factors vary with latitude and
general atmospheric conditions.”

15) Section 7. I feel that the conclusion section needs re-writing, in order to focus on the
objectives of this investigation. For example, these eight concluding remarks could be
summarized into one single paragraph and then a second paragraph should describe
the findings of this investigation regarding the behavior of the radio occultations within
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the context of the: a) wet vs dry conditions, b) typhoon passages, and c) different
geographic locations.

We thank the reviewer for this suggestion, but we think it is important to enumerate
the different and disparate conclusions in crisp, short sentences as we have done
rather than try to combine them into one paragraph. We have added a summary
paragraph on the main results regarding the behavior of the different data sets (not
just radio occultation) in the different seasons, locations, and under typhoon conditions.

We added two summary paragraphs after bullet 8 on P. 21: “We find that the alternating
wet and dry seasons at Guam, together with the very sharp transition at the top of
the planetary boundary layer in the dry season at Guam, are especially challenging
for the RO, RS and, AIRS observational systems compared to the conditions at the
subtropical Japanese locations. The results comparing the different data sets to the
ERA are similar at the three Japanese RS stations.

All the observational data sets at the Japanese stations show a response to the rapid
increase of water vapor throughout the troposphere during the passage of typhoons;
however, the AIRS response is weaker than the RS and RO responses, probably be-
cause of the extensive clouds associated with the typhoons.”
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